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HGFA and the Editor do not endorse or take any
responsibility for any of the products advertised
or mentioned editorially within these pages. No
responsibility is accepted for any claims made by
advertisers unless specifically explained, performance figures quoted in advertising should be
taken as estimates qnly.

SKYSAILOR IS THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE
HANG GLIDING FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA (H.G.F.A.)
Skysailor appears twelve times a year and is
provided as a service to members.
For non-members,
the subscription rates are $10.00 per annum.
Cheques should be made payable and sent to HGFA.

mpORTANT ADDRESSES

Skysailor is published to create further interest
in the sport of hang gliding. Its primary purpose
is to provide a ready means of communication between hang gliding enthusiascs in Australia and
in this way to advance the future development of
the sport and its methods and safety.

Send your change of address notice, your contributions to Skysailor, your queries about insurance,
the pilot handbook, your membership, and any other
national matters to:H.G.F.A.
Box 4 Holme Building,
SYDNEY UNIVERSITY, N.S.W. 2006

Contributions are welcomed.
Anyone is invited
to contribute articles, photographs and illustrations concerning hang gliding activities.
The
Editor reserves the right to edit contributions
where necessary.
HGFA and the Editor do not
assume responsibility for the material or the
opinions of contributors presented in Skysailor.

H.G.F.A. Secretary:
Phone (02) 692-2872 (BH) (042) 942-545 (AH)
H.G.F.A. Editor:
Phone (042) 942-140 (AH)

Copyright in Skysailor is vested in HGFA. Copyright in articles is vested in each of the
authors in respect of her or his contribution.
Deadline for contributions: 1st of the Month.
ISStl 03l3-363X

For information about ratings or sites write to
the appropriate State Association.

ADVERTISING RATES
Full Page: $40.00
Half Page: $25.00
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Quarter Page: $15 .00
Market Place: Free

An additional charge will be made for any typing,
typesetting or artwork which may be required.
Advertisements from kite manufacturers must indicate whether or not thei r kite meets the US HG~lA
certification standards.

A.C.T.H.G.A.
P.O. Box 496,
MANUKA, 2603.

Tas H.G.A.,
21 Leslie Street,
SOUTH LAUNCESTON, 7250.

N• S. vJ. H• G• A. ,

P. O. Box 121,
SUTHERLAND, 2232.

V.H.G.A.,
P. O. Box 400,
PRAHRAN, 3181 .

Q.H.G.A. ,
P.O. Box 212,
MORNINGSIDE, 4170.

,
P.O. Box 84,
DOUBLEVIEW, 6018.

S.A.H.G.A. ,
P.O. Box 163,
GOO D\'lOO D, 5034.

Kites for sale in Market Place must indicate a
suitable minimum hang rating.
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/982 MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
WHAT TO DO
I. Check your SkySailor wrapper
Is
Is
Is
Is

your
your
your
your

membership number correct? (Female pilots have a number that ends in F)
rating correct?
name spelt correctly?
address correct, particularly including the postcode?

2. Work out how much you should pay

3. Send your cheque

a

wrapper to

HGFA Admistrotor
/4 Bo/combe Rood+------------------------------+
MENTONE, 3/94
IMPORTANT NOTICE
DO NOT send your renewal to anybody
other than the Administrator!
In 1982, HGFA will be dealing with
a computer agency rather than stealing
computer time. This means that the
process may be a little slower than
last year.
Sending your renewal to anybody other
than the Administrator will GUARANTEE
that your membership renewal will be
extensively delayed.

FEES
NSW
Vic.
Q'land. $30
Tas.
WA.
$32.50
A.CT
S.A.
$35

The total fee is made up of a state fee (which varies), a HGFA fee
of $15 and an insurance levy of $10. The fee may be paid by cheque,
postal order or bank cheque. DO NOT SEND CASH IN THE MAIL!!
Pilots are expected to be members of the Association of the State in
which they reside. If you have moved States and you are still a member
of your old State, please indicate if you wish your membership to be changed.
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HANG GLIDING FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA

NEWS ... NEWS ... NEWS ...
JOINT MAGAZINE WITH PARACHUTING
MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS

After weighing up the comments we have
had from members and from some of th e state
associations who voted on this matter also,
the federal executive has decided not to go
ahead with a joint magazine with t~Parachute
Association.
Many members had quite strong
feelings that SkySailor should remain just
about hang gliding though we did hear from
a few who thought it was a good idea too.

The most important thing in your
SkySailor this month is your membership
renewal. If you are intending to fly in
any of the competitions this season, you
should send the renewal in immediately. The
procedures have changed from last year and we
are not sure how long the new procedures will
take through the computer agency.
Don't risk
missing out on the comps by delaying renewing.

Whether our magazine should deal with
other topics, comes up again since the debate
about power articles and ads continues. See
Letters to the Editor where we are accused
of sneering at other forms of aviation for
excluding power.
Once again the feeling on
what is appropriate for SkySailor is quite
strong among our members. Those who subscribe
to overseas magazines have seen them become
almost exclusively about powered hang gliding.
The members of both the USHGA and the British
HGA are complaining about the situation now
but the regulations in these countries make
it more understandable. Here in Australia,
the situation is quite different and our
association is not at all involved with the
regulation of any powered craft--hang glider
or otherwise. Our insurance policy does not
cover members while they are engaged in
powered flight. We still feel that this
distinction is an important one.

CHANGES IN THE FEES
You will notice when you do send in your
renewal that the fees in some states have gone
up slightly.
This is due to an increase in
the expenses of the federal association since
more benefits are now being provided centrally
rather than by the states. Many states have
compensated for this (after some pressure) by
reducing their state fees.
Let me assure you that none of your
federal fee is wasted. We have no paid staff.
Our administrator which we share with two other
associations is paid for completely by a grant
from the federal government and costs the
association nothing. Next year he will be
of even more service to us by managing all the
membership procedures with the help of a
computer aqency (which we \~ill have to pay for).
He will also be sending out your HGFA membership
ca rds, helmet s tic kers and other good i es .

\-Ie, as an executive, have no animosity
toward the powered fraternity and are happy
to help them to get organized or to get their
own magazine off the ground. However, our
prime concern is with meeting the needs of
our own members. To do this we have made it
clear that we will print a'rticles about either
powered flight or parachutes which we feel are
in the interests of the safety of our members.

The federal executive has no offices.
We all manaQe a bit of HGFA work on the side
of our normal employment. We have put work
phone numbers in SkySailor and don't mind
if you contact us there, but ask for us by
name please, not by asking for HGFA, etc.
Not everyone who might wander into my office
and answer the phone if I'm out knows about
how I spend my time there (when I'm not
looking out the window checking the wind).

\-IORLD COMPETITION IN JAPAN
As we go to press, the competition is
on in Japan and, unfortunately, we have very
little news of what is happening. The last
we heard was five days into the competition-only two rounds had been completed and Steve
Moyes was leading.
It finishes on the
14th of October but that is too late for this
issue. Keep your fingers crossed for the
team .
You will get a full report next month
and the word about whether we will be hosting
the next championships in 1983 .

For a complete and accurate breakdown
of how your HGFA (formerly TAHGA) fees were
spent in 1980, see the July issue. The
Treasurer's report should show the priorities
that the federal executive has put on spending
your fees.
We have had so many positive
comments about the improvement in SkySailor
quality that I'm sure you think it is worth it!
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ANOTHER

1/1

Water Landing at Stanwell
3.

After reading the article on p.25 of the
September Skysai10r, I only wish I had read it
sooner, as I have had a very similar experience
recently.
It happened on 1st September, about 6 p.m. I had had a great day's flying and decided to
have one quick flight to practise top-landing.
On my first landing attempt, I over-shot and
decided to make a pass along the east face to gain
hei ght and try aga in.
To my surpri se, I lost
height, although other kites were soaring, so I
decided to try again.
This was my first mistake.
I was unaware of the westerly change in the wind
at this lower height and after the next pass I
was even lower.
I headed for the beach, with no
doubt in my mind that I would get there.
I still
didn't realise I was flying into a headwind and I
expected to get some lift off the lower cliffs.
I sank faster than anticipated.
When I was
nearly level with the top of the cliffs I briefly
considered landing there.
My second mistake
was deciding not to.
I still thought I could
reach the edge of the beach and the cliff-tops
looked like a rough place to land.
By the time
I realised I wouldn't reach the beach it was too
late and I landed about 80 metres from the rocks
'
in the surf.

4.
5.

In my next kite, I intend to put cylindrical
foam packing into the leading edge tubes.
The
buoyancy provided should be enough to keep the
glider afloat and provide 20-30 kgs of extra
support.
This should mean that a pilot can use
the glider for support while getting out of a
harness or could stay with the glider if a long
way from shore.
The glider is more likely to be
washed ashore for salvage and the weight penalty
would be less than! kg.
Any comments on this
idea?
.

I immediately unhooked my carabiner and swam
away from the glider.
This was easy as the glider
was nose-down in the water, with the hang loop
out of the water.
My first thought was to get
rid of some clothing to make swimming easier. I
immediately took my helmet off, as it had been
pushed over my face.
I soon real i sed thi s was
a bad mistake as I was going to come ashore on
the rocks.
Also, the impact-absorbing hard
foam lining meant that it floated well.
I
managed to retrieve it and put it on.
I then
decided that getting out of the harness was impracticable, as it is awkward enough on dry land
and I was worried about getting stuck or tangled
trying to take it off.

David Julian

A GLIDER IS A GLIDER, is a glider, is a
... .. when it comes to choosing a high
performance hang glider are you confused
by the media hype or unsure of what will
best suit your flying need~?
C10udbase can offer you not only the value
of ten years hang gliding experience but
also first hand information on the
performance, handling and tricks of the
latest gliders from Australia and
overseas .

This meant I was unable to remove my thick
jacket and jumper so as my clothing became more
water-logged I started to worry about saving myself (up until then I was concerned with the
glider, which was sinking).
Swimming was almost
impossible, as the clothing and harness restricted
my arm movement drastically and my legs were
tangling in the stirrup.
By floating on my back
and not wasting energy struggling to swim, I was
eventually (10-15 min??) washed ashore feeling
more dead than alive.
My glider had sunk after
about 3-4 minutes and has not been recovered
(carried out by undertow).

Combining this with a large range of
accessories and general hang gliding
equipment C10udbase is not just a school
for beginners but the only totally
comprehensive hang gliding business in
the country.
YOUR FLYING DESERVES THE BEST . ........ . .
GET IT FROM .......... .

CLOUDBftSE

I think there are several important points to
be learned from my experience:1.
2.

Unless you are A) a very good swimmer,
AND
B) are absolutely sure you
can easily take off your harness in the
water, then don't land in the water if you
can possibly avoid it.
Get as close to
the rocks or beach as you can.
I am fairly sure I would not have survived
without the flotation offered by my helmet
(an A.G.V. from C10udbase).
Don't try to climb into the A-frame.
In
most cases, by the time you realise that
you are going to land in the water, ' you
will not have enough height to do it safely
and it is not hard to unc1ip once you are
The hard part is getting
in the water.
ashore.

Be aware of changing conditions and local
idiosyncrasies.
Leave an ample safety margin.
Don't push
your luck to avoid a beach landing.
Believe me, it's not worth it!

499 CROWN STREET, SURRY HILLS
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(02) 698 8584

Safety Report
There have been a few accidents/or near accidents involving experienced pilots flying 70%
double surfaced gliders.
These gliders are not
inherently dangerous but pilots should respec~he
fact that these are very sensitive high performance aircraft.
The first time you try to fly one of these
should be on a day when the conditions are as near
to perfect as possible for the site that you are
flying (e.g. not strong and gusty, nor marginal,
not off the face and not if you are inexperienced).

NEW SOUTH WALES HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION
P.o. BOX 121, SUTHERLAND, N.S.W. 2232.

This will probably be the year of cross
country for Australia.
The main problem areas
seem to be:

N.S.W.H.G.A. - REPORT OF ACTIVITIES

(1)

New Safety Officers
No.84 Hank Numeyer
H.5
No.85 Peter Morris
H.5
No.86 Chri s Wi 11 i ams
H.3
No.87 Paul Massa

(2)

22 Crown St.,
Belmont.
9 Therry st.
South Strathfie1d.
21 Lamrock Ave.
Orange.
P.O. Fedra1, 2480.

(3)

The only solutions to the above problems
are:
(1)

Uprated Safety Officers
Rob de Groot
Phil Mathewson
Ian Jarman
Rick Martin

Limited sites that allow over the back
flights.
'
Near sheer take-offs at the sites that
Transport Australia will allow us to fly
at the moment.
The lack of pilot expertise in cross
country f1 i ght.

H5
H5
H5
H5

(2)

CONTESTS

(3)

I11awarra International
This contest is still on but on a reduced
scale from what it was going to be.
As of- this
date no major sponsor has been found.
A major
sponsor would allow us to attract more international
pilots than are coming at this moment.

More people taking an active interest in
developing sites. (Through NSWHGA, Transport Australia and local Authorities
(farmers, councils, etc.))
People practising nil wind take-offs at
non vertical take-offs so that they can
apply this knowledge to the vertical sites.
Not trying to do too much too quickly!
Just because your friends have done 25,
30, or 100 km does not mean that because
you haven't you are a worse pilot.

(Old Bill excepted) most pilots have 40-50
years of flying ahead of them (so will Bill at
110 plus), so don't rush things.
Take it easy
and live to be as young as Bill.

Negotiations are still under way and the contest will be held in late February.
Clive Gilmour
has been doing a lot of work to try and make this
contest a success so if anyone can help in the
sponsorship area please contact Clive Gilmour,
Station St., Stanwe11 Park.

Important
Competition Equipment
Would anybody in New South Wales (Newcastle
area in particular) who has information about the
competition equipment lost by the previous Competitions Officer please inform Rod Stevens (Competitions and Safety Co-ordinator), 14 Beach Rd.,
Stanwe11 Park, of its whereabouts .

N.S.W. Championships
It was proposed that another NSW Championship
be held this year closer to the Nationals to make
choosing a team easier. Although this is/was a
good idea a lot of pilots thought that it should be
put off until next year, the reason being that two
contests in one year would disadvantage those who
could only have limited time off from work. Therefore the championships that were going to be held
in December have now been cancelled.

The equipment includes three hand held transceivers and three calculator-stopwatches.
This
equipment was last seen at the 1980 Ta1bingo Flyin.
It was also used at various Newcastle contests.
Hang 2/3 Contest

The idea of having the championships at the
beginning of the competition season is a good one
and I hope the person who takes my position next
year will also see it that way.

As of this date the only contest will be for
Hang 3 pilots only (so all you Hang 2 pilots get
your Hang 3 ratings).
It will be held at Stanwe11
Park on the weekend of the 12-13th December, 1981.
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This was a most interesting lecture which was
we 11 supported.
He look forward to further
seminars of a similar nature in the future.

N.S.W.H.G.A. - REPORT OF ACTIVITIES
Dennis Pagen Books

Blair
NSWHGA Secretary

I~arwick

We are still waiting on a shipment of books
that have been delayed by strikes.
Instructor Certification Programme

N.S.W. HANG THREE COMPETITION
The first Instructor Certification course
will be held on 24/25th October at Sports House
and will be conducted by Ian Jarman and Rob de
Groot.
We were unable to arrange the First Aid
course for 23/24th October, so anyone wishing to
contact St. Johns Ambulance to do a course should
do so.
HGFA will reimburse half the enrolment
costs for the Firs~ Aid Course.

A one weekend contest is being organised for
December 12th to 13th.
The competition
will be open to Hang Three pilots but any Hang 2
pilots who feel that they are confident enough to
compete against Hang Three pilots are also welcome to join.

Training

The competition sites are still not decided
upon, although it is assured that they will be
within easy range of Sydney.

NSWHGA has decided to purchase 4 CB radios
for use in our Training School.
These radios
will also be available for use in the N.S.W. State
Championships.

Competition will include pylon events, one
on one, spot landings, etc., and whatever the
organisers think suitable on the day.
Country fliers are encouraged to enter as
competition flying is a way to gain skills and
experience and also a way to meet pilots with
similar flying abilities to your own.

Incorporation
It has be~n decided that NSWHGA should proceed with Incorporation.
Incorporation will
limit the liability of the Executive of the Association in the event of the Association being sued.
Incorporation as an association in the ACT seems
to be the easiest method of incorporation, from a
legal point of view.

Prizes are not yet decided upon.
For placement- in this competition (or
further information) ring or see

Competitions
Due to a number of objections from competition pilots to holding a second State competition
in 1981 it has been decided that the 1982 State
titles be held late in 1982 just prior to the
Nationals.

or

NSWHGA has decided to hold a Hang 3 Competition at Stanwell Park on December l2/l3th with
the following weekend of 19/20th as a standby
date in case of bad weather.
Entry details will
appear in the next issue of Skysailor.
Meteorology Seminar
The second of two meteorology seminars by Dr.
Roger Badham was held at Sports House on 1st
October, 1981.
Amongst other things, Dr. Badham discussed ·
the phenomenon of cloud streets, observing that
the time between thermals is dependent upon the
wind velocity within the primary circulation and,
Cloud
of course, the depth of thermal convection.
streets tend to form in a very specific pattern and
these can be exploited by those flyers attempting
cross-country voyages.
A brief meteorological
cross country check list was given by Dr . Badham.
This should prove most useful to prospective cross
country flyers.
Also discussed in some detail were the structure of thermals, their relation to cloud base and
cloud top and the st ructure of the wind near the
earth's surface, as it passes across its topography.
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Cloudbase
499 Crown Street,
Surry Hills, 2010.
(02) 698-8584
(02) 699-8845 - Peter Hansen.

~,..JJ ~

Every pilot who wants to fly Keira will be
required to sign his name in the book kept at the
Kiosk.
Although this might be a bit of a
nuisance, it does have a very important practical
effect on future submissions to Council .
It i s
essential that we have accurate figures about th e
extent of the use of the site by the end of the
12 month trial period.
We would therefore appreciate pilots' cooperating i n the compiling of
these figures.

JIG'!!} QIIJiw; fJIMJ..

CIO .SIImIHll PCI!'k p.., QJJk. 2509
STAN~JELL

Finally, those who wish to join the Wollongong Club or attend its meetings can do so by
going to the Dapto Hotel - upstairs - on the 2nd
Sunday of each month at 7.00 p.m.

REPORT

As you may have heard, the Wollongong Council
has approved of hang gliding from Mt. Keira subject to certain conditions.
The Wollongong Club
deserve to be congratulated for the excellent
submission to the Council on the use of the site
and on their very extensive and time consuming
lobbying for support from the aldermen.

Keiran Tapsell
Secretary.

I think pilots should be aware that although
ultimately we were successful in getting formal
permission, there was quite a strong and P?werful
lobby in Council to have us stopped. Thelr .
reasons were in my view quite irrational, but ln
situations such as this, it is the numbers that
count, not the logic.
Having trie? to reason
with a few of these people, I am qUlte sure that
they will use any excuse to stop us at the expiration of the 12 month period, or even before
if they can.
Consequently, it is of the utmost
importance that pilots stick strictly to the
conditions laid down by the Council, e.g. no
setting up in the parking area.
It is also
. perhaps more important there than even a t Sta~
well that the convenience of the general publlC
not be interfered with in any way by hang gliding
activities.
If at the end of 12 months we can
show the Council a record of safe and considerate
use of the site, there should not be any problem
about continuing the permission .
On the other
hand it will only take a couple of turkeys to
rUin'it for everyone.
As the Sublime Point
experience has shown, once it is closed, it is
closed for good.

NEED A RATING:
CONTACT NSWHGA TRAINING OFFICER
Rob de Groot on 698 8584 .
Rob will give you the names and telephone
numbers of the nearest Safety Officers.

The first thing to be avoided is an accident
with all the unwelcome publicity that this inevitably brings.
The take off area is not an
easy one and it is restricted to Hang 4 pilots.
The Wollongong Club and its safety officers
require all pilots to carry both altimeters and
parachutes.
The height limit there is 3000 ft.
and of course under ANO 95.8 there is to be no
flying over houses.
Most of the opposition to
our using Keira came from residents and aldermen
from the Mt. Pleasant area under Mt. Keira. They
know we are not allowed to fly over houses, so
expect to get dobbed in if you do.

HIGH FLYING
Flying high, up to the clouds
And beyond.
Sun on my wings, sun in my eyes,
I'm gettin' higher still.
Fly over shadows, drift past the mountaintops,
See how the valleys are so far behind.
The world is beneath me, I left it behind me.
I'll fly on forever and see what I find.
Sun heats the earth and
Columns of air rise and
Pockets of air punch my
I'll circle forever and

One of the Council requirements is the
building of a ramp and the Wollongong Club hopes
to have this completed by 1st October.
They
have requested that no flying take place from
Keira until this date.

earth heats the air I ride.
reach through the sky.
wing up and skybound,
see what I find.

Rob Lithgow
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to do so.
He had driven for an hour to this site
and the wind direction had changed en route.

OVERDUE ACCIDENT REPORT
Please forgive me for this delay (I have lost
time due to pressure of work, and now a move.
But
it should have been in).
Date:
Site:
Wind:
Kite:
Pilot:

The real point of his neglige~ce lay in h~s
disregard to the fact that the taklng off was ln
wind shadow, with a gusty cross wind at that.
Lance Keogh

Saturday, 15-3-80
Condobolin (SW slope) 300 feet, steep
rocks, trees.
West at 18 mph - gusting considerably
Super II
H.3 with 3! years experience.
Experienced in inland flying.
(Married - 4 children)

skysocring industries
PO Box 103, Thirroul 2515
VARIOMETERS
Hurrrni ngb i r·d ... . ........ . ..... . ..... ~ 170
Ball 620H, small audio varia ....... ~260
Ball 631, audio vario
& digital altimeter ...... $440
Kwi k clamps ........................ $20

Minimal flying conditions
First attempted flight on this hill
With the bad cross wind, the pilot could have
elected to take off on the upwind shoulder of the
slope.
He then would have had a relatively uninterrupted flow of air coming towards him. However, he anticipated soaring and wanted to make
his first pass upwind to make the most of the
limited lift.
Because of this, he decided to
take off from the short "elephant shaped" ridge
at a point approximately 60 yards along from its
ridge shoulder.

ALTIMETERS ........ .. . ... ................. $115
Thommen 2000-26
Wrist strap extra ....... . .......... $7
WIND METERS .. . ........ . ................ . . $30
Hall windmeters with brackets
PARACHUTES
Advanced Air Sports
20 Kevlar lines
20 ft. canops, 1 oz. cloth
weighs 4 lbs, super compact ....... . $365
with single container bag ....... . . . $380
with double container bag ... . ...... $400

This was his undoing, since it placed him in
danger.
The bad cross wind was not only gusty,
but was now blowing along the steep hill covered
with large trees and boulders.
A previous pilot
had taken off successfully from the spot chosen.
Just as the next pilot was completing his
take-off run, he was hit by a severe gust. This
lifted him some fifteen feet into the air. Over
the edge of the hill was a large tree, with only a
part of it protruding above the top of the hill.
It was on the pilot's right hand side.
Considering the angle of the cross wind and the steepness
of the hill, the pilot had thus inadvertently and
foolishly taken off in the wind shadow of this
tree.

p/lfKlI

SIeve Kennard (042)

611194

WHY DO YOU FLY?

When the severe gust struck him, he was for
one moment suspended almost motionless in the air,
facing the direction in which he had taken off.
But in that same instant, the wind shadow had
stalled his right wing.
The sudden lift on his
left wing spun him like a top, out of control
downwind.

We dream of soaring
As the eagle on the wing,
Free as the wind up on high
That keeps those clouds passing.
But, the skill of the eagle,
Gained in ages gone by,
Over millions of years,
Isn't easy to come by.

Accelerating unbelievably, the kite was
plunged into the hill.
Its impact speed was in
Fortunately for the
the vicinity of 35 mph.
flier, he struck a springy wattle tree, eight feet
from its base, with the right hand leading edge.
This cushioned the blow somewhat. (Had he let go
of the A-frame on impact he may not have suffered
a very painful and badly dislocated right elbow.)

So take your time learning
And see your soul's yearning,
For if you fly for kicks and bravo
To your grave you'll soon be burning.
The dream of the eagle
Must always be there,
For without it my seagull
You're just there for the dare.
Hang-gliding's a dream,
A reality for many.
But, do it for the right reason,
Too many die already.
Mark Smelstorius
Victoria.

The damage to the kite was to the right hand
leading edge and also a slightly bent A-frame upri ght.
The main psychological factor involved was
the pilot's acute desire to fly because his situation had given him all too little opportunities
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CROSS - COUNTRY bEftGUE
PRIZBS

OTllA£L. Lollie.' 'llJht •• oa aD AuetrallaD Gllder ••• P.A.Chute ("40) •• doBated by

PARACHUTBS AUSTRALIA.
0LA88 ••
Place •• c. a glider pought from CLOUDBASB •••• 250.00
-'", _ ,.t Place •• o. an ULTRA LIGHT gUder •• BALL digital varia/altimeter (1440)
OLASS I. 1.t Place •• on a glider bcught from CLOUDBASB •••• 250.00
" et Place •• donated by PARACHUTBS AUSTRALIA •• COCOON Harne •• ("'0)
~--,- __ ~,J.oIl4l~!t jliagl~ _fUght from StaDvell ••• '50.00 (Clcudbaee)
_ _
MORE NEXT MONTH
,
- -

,.t

1st and 2nd place in each class receive trophies donated by

CLOUDBAS~

of flight and T/~
times. 6 figure map refs.
are reqUire
for Tlo and landing plus a gen.
description of landing
location.Approx. distance
flown,photo or barograph
evidence optional.Official distances will
be measured on Natmap
1:250,000 Topo maps.
WITNESSES:Name,address and phone noso
of Tlo and at least
2 landing witnesses
for each flight,and
only entries posted
within 10 days of
flight will be scored.
Restricted to foot-launched,non- powered hang
-gliders only.
RESULTS:Flight documentation will be examined by the
Verification Board and League position and distances published monthly.

DOCUME~TATION:Date

ENTER NOW:Pilots,here's your chance
to compete in a contest open to all
,based on consistency, and involving no need to leave your local
site~,to find Australias'best
X-C Bites and pilots.
THE TASK:Clock up the highest average straight-line
distance from your best
8 flights.There's no
limit to the number of
flight~ you may enter.
DATES:From OCT 31st
~AN 31st 1982.
2 CLASSES:Class A is
designed for Hang 4 &
5 and embraces both
the '82 NATIONALS and
BUFFALO X-C EVENTS.
Class B is open to all
other pilots and is to
encourage advanced Hang 3
to get into thermalling while
otherB can accumulate miles on
some of the long ridges that abound
in this country.

& landing

The League is hosteQ , by Cloudbase Hang-Gliding Centre.
AUSTRALIAN X-C LEAGUE
ENTRY FORM
PILOT NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ AGE:
HG}'A NO: ___________
ADDRESS: __________________ RATING: _ _ CLASS: _ _ _ _ _ __
_________________________ TELEPHONE: ____________________
Entry Fee $15.00 (to cover admin.
& verification expenses)
Entry Form & Fee must be received
before or accompanying 1st flighto

Make cheques payable to:
Australian Cross Country League
c/- Cloudbase hang gliding centre
499 Crown St Surry Hills 2010 NSW

I.the undereigaad hereby reque.t permieeio. to enter and p..ticipate 1n the Auet. X-C
League. I acknowledge that ay part1cipation ie yolUDtary aDd that I know the rieke
_ud ctBllCere of oro .. COUDtry flying, and that UDexpected dangere may ariee during tbl!
Le~a. fhe deoieio.e regarding when and where to fly and where to land are IIIT -Pwa.
f aDd I aooept all rieke of injury to my pereo~ or othere and/or property that may be
oeuetat.ed during the League. I sa aware of AlIO 95.8 and Traneport Aut. regulatio •• :
co. carnine operatio.e of hang glidere. I. cone1deratio. of the permieeio. granted
to
to parti01pate in the League, I do hereby, for myeelf aDd my heire, releaae
the officiale aDd aponeore of the League and Cloudbaae H.G. Centre from all claiaa
for 1Bjur1ee euetained by my pereon and/br property dur1ng my part10ipatio. i. the
League due to negligence or any other fault.
I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND THE FOREGOING REQUEST AND RELBASE:
SIGnDa
WITNESS:
DUE:

.e
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This happens because the air behind the object is more turbulent and provides LESS LIFT.
(See B)
With less lift under one wing the glider
rolls and yaws until it finds a stable position.
I believe that this is Wood Magnetism and that it
applies just as well when flying.
So if you are
near a large wood say, you drift towards it.
Alright you might say, but what does this
mean for something like ridge soaring?

Ed"e ~; slop"

• 'Hind

,

-" ZlS

a

i i i Ilpy··

What would your reaction be if I said that
hang gliders can fly quite well without instruments?
Probably general agreement, with the
odd reservation, and if I suggested that we can
fly just as well without instruments? That
really would stir it up - who ever heard of anything so daft?

•

I am not going to claim either of the above,
however, I am claiming that you can fly BETTER
without instruments, if you understand what the
air is trying to tell you.

RIDGE SOARING
All who have done this will know that there
are high spots and low spots on a ridge. There
are places where the best pilot on the best
machine simply can~ot get high.
Left by itself,
the glider will stabilise at one of these points for exactly the same reasons as wood magnetism.
Some parts of the ridge lift are better than
others, and so the glider tends to roll and yaw
from the best lift, down to the worst. (See C).

Now you might think that I am a looney, but
before turning straight on to the next article
take time to consider something.
For millions
of years the soaring birds have been floating
through the air without any vario, A.S.I. etc.
They might be able to use their excellent V1S10n
as an altimeter, but otherwise fly on "feel".
Anybody who has ever seen a buzzard float with
eaSe will have the most profound respect for this
way of flying.

This leads to a very simple rule for pure
ridge lift.
If a wing lifts, get it down and
go that way.
GO I-lHERE THE GLIDER DOES NOT. WANT
TO.
This applies in any ridge/wave type 11ft.
The best lift will try to roll . you away, so "feel"
the bar, and react towards any wing that lifts.

And the buzzard is a bird brain.
It must
be possible for we clever humans to fly at least
as well - if we can understand the "feel" of the
air.
I think that the best way into the subject
is a theory of mine ...

This works very well, and although you may
not always top the stack, it will get you up so
close it becomes simply a question of whose
glider is best.
NO VARIO is needed, and lift
can be maximised by "feel" alone.

WOOD MAGNETISM
As old as flying itself, this phenomena
claims that an aircraft will tend towards any
object that is near to it.
Many people dismiss
this as a psychological trick, but there may well
be a solid reason behind it.

When thermal lift is found the problem is
slightly more difficult, but not a lot.

Think of ground handling your kite towards
take-off when there is already a glider at the
edge.
Get behind the other kite and the air
feels bumpy, but your glider stable.
Stay out
to one side and the air is smooth with your kite
again stable.
But get PARTLY behind, and PARTLY
out to the side and things happen. (See A)

~.

The glider wants to roll to the wing that is
behind - and because of the roll/yaw coupling it also wants to yaw that way as well.

Stab

This effect is true for a tree, house, even
Get one wing behind an obstacle
a small bush.
and the glider will try to yaw that way and stabilise behind the object.

"

\ow

CLASSIC THERMAL

a) With lift under one wing, that tip goes
up while the other stays at the same level. Also,
the nose pitches up.

The classic thermal is a blob of warm rlslng
air surrounded by sink. (See D). To get at the
lift you must first travel through the sink, and
this is \~here "feeling" the air can be of great
advantage.
YOU CAN FIND A THERMAL FROM A FAIR
DISTANCE AWAY BY FEELING 'THE AIR.
There is no
instrument in the world which can do this for you,
but the AIR will tell you.

b) With sink under one wing, that tip goes
down while the other stays at the same level.
Also, the nose pitches down. (See F).
Go out and try it for yourself.
You will
find the differences quite clear.
You can "feel"
the air, and tell whether it was lift or sink
that caused the roll.
This then lets you decide
whether to turn into it or not, after all it
might be a thermal trying to draw you in!'

Ncrmal
Lift

But having found the lift, SURELY, a vario
MUST be the best way of optimising it?
Tip up

N"'""P

~
-:r- - 6'~
f
zr::;
7ip down
Nc54:ciew"
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5tUlle

Across thel'''''''\

Think first of

t~e
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WORKING THERMAL LIFT?
Maybe.
This point is at the frontiers of
my theory to date.
I am beginning to think that
"feel" can not only fly a thermal better than a
vario, but will automatically centralise on the
core, and work irregularly shaped blobs with ease.
To start with we must look at 360 0 turns.

thermal.

There is a lifting core surrounded by rlslng
air that does not lift so much.
Outside that
there is the sink, which lifts even less, and outside the sink is the normal air which lifts more
than the sink, but less than the thermal.
Look
at the lift diagram E.

TURNS
I doubt if anybody can gain all there is to
be had by just one turn, so we are really talking
about a series of full turns.
So how do you then
centralise on the core?

Just like wood magnetism, the glider will try
to roll and yaw towards the less lifting area in this case the sink - and then try to stabilise
there.

Think of one wing in better lift than the
other.
The nose is lifting and the glider trying
to roll away.
Get that wing do~m and start to
turn.

This drifting towards the sink can be felt
quite a bit away as a slight rolling and turning,
and is the reason I claim that "feel" will tell
you what is happening some distance away.
In
thermal air your glider will try to point at
thermals like a bloodhound, if you let it!

If you are off the core there will be a part
of the turn where you get into more powerful lift
under the inside wing - which will try to roll you
out.
Let it do so a bit and pull in a bit to
widen the turn.

Same as now, the hard part is deciding what
is thermal and what ridge 1 ift since you should
avoid sink like the plague in ridge lift, but go
through it "to the core in therma 1 . You can soon
get a "feel" for that too!

On the other side of the core there will be
weaker lift under the same wing and the glider
will roll into the turn.
Push out to lighten the
turn.

Now this may be fine for good thermals, but
how do you tell lift from sink when it is not a
classic thermal?

The first takes you away from the core,
whilst the second brings you closer.
Go round
a few times and you should centralise automatically.
(See G). You can feel the stability of the turn as
it centralises, and can then move in and repeat the
process.

CHIMNEY THERMALS
These are usually thought of as columns of
lift that are not surrounded by sink.
With no
sink you will just have to find them by accidentsame as now.

Roll out.-

Widen tvrn,

....

I

.,._,

~ Centre

~

of

Thermal

~'~0
, "$' I

When you do find one, a vario will tell
whether it is going up, can "feel" do the same?
It would seem that there is little difference
between sink under one wing and lift under the
other.
They would seem to have the same effect,
but ...

"

\\'i
g I~ ~"I\
....j.~
Ronin-

tiahten turn
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HANG GLIDING
ACCESSORIES

None of this stuff about taking vario readings at various points and then working out when
to ti ghten the tu rn.
Jus t 1et the "feel" of the
air do it for you.
Watch a seagull thermal. No
effort at all and it still skys out!

D.O.T. approved (No. 2235) Parachute harness
and canopy manufacturers

IRREGULAR BLOBS
These tend to happen quite often, and conventional wisdom is to accept the sinking part in
return for the lift as you circle.
But why not
stay in lift for more of the time?

The Back-up Chute

Using the same technique as for normal blobs
you should find that the glider wants to follow
the shape of the blob like a blind man feeling his
way around a room.
The glider will try to roll
in and out as it moves around the lift, and all
you have to do is adjust pitch.

Deluxe Prone Harness

complete

$343*

$94.50*

But even if this is true, SURELY a vario
must tell whether tightening the turn is taking
you up faster or not?

Stirrup $9.50*

Altimeter

CLIMB RATE
Maybe.
This really is beyond where I have
got to at the moment.
But it might be that a
healthy dose of experience will solve this one
too.
I even have the suspicion that the "feel"
of the air will solve this one as well.
Only
time can tell.

$92.50*

Hummingbird Vario

SUMMARY

$196*

I firmly believe that flying by feel is not
only possible, but potentially a vast improvement
on instrument flying as the same information is
available plus a lot more, and all of this with
1ess effort.

Summer Harness
$84.50*

I recently went 21 miles out from the front
of Pandy flying on feel, whilst a vario flyer
behind me turned back quite early because the
bleeps kept saying down.
And the lift did not
die - as I then went 21 miles BACK to top land.
All done by "feel", and occasional glances at my
altimeter (only instrument) for courage!
Maybe
not much for a top flyer, but quite something for
me.

COCOON HARNESS

$135*

C&D H/G Helmet
$46.00

Kite Bag

That is not the only occasion when I have
managed just as well as others who have had
instruments.

$59*

Also I am finding other flyers who are coming to the same sort of conclusions as I, so maybe
we are all on the right track.

*If it's not listed ask us.

So why not try it?
Especially if your flying is crippled by a flat battery.
The top flyers
have been saying for years that they only use
instruments as a check that they have got it right.
Maybe there could be an XC competition without instruments, it would certainly add interest.
And if you are still doubtful, think of the buzzard and wonder ...

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIAm:
68 WENTWORTH AVE .• SYDNEY 2010
Tel. (02) 211·5555

*Price includes sales tax

(Reprinted from BHGA Magazine, Wings, June 1981)
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One other thing.
Don't fall for the mistake
of thinking you have to write for an Australian
audience.
It's ' our Skysai10r as much as anybody
else's and as your article will be in our section
of Skysai10r, it has only to interest a 10c~1
audience - so use christian names and call lt
'the lake' or 'the valley' - we know what you're
talking about.

ACT

Hang gliding
Association

THE SKY'S THE LIMIT
(Reprint from Skyskraper, 1978, the ACTHGA's
Newsletter)

Editorial

Without a doubt the most exciting moment of
any Hang Gliding pilot's experiences is the ~irst
climb in a strong thermal.
It takes some tlme
for the mind to get used to the idea of being
over flat land and going up at a thousand feet
per minute.
It's a completely different world
to ridge soaring as the sky is really the limit.
Height gains of 8,000 feet are reasonably common
and the magic 100 miles has been broken by the
Americans.
I am by no means an expert on thermalling, as there is still much to be learnt
about the art, but, there are many basic ideas
and conditions which all 'would be' thermal
pilots should know to help them understand what
is happening to them in the air.

I think the A.C.T.H.G.A. must be the most
socially oriented club in Australia. Although
we joke about there being two clubs within the
one, we are at least doing lots of good things
together.
The barbecues and camping, the si1kscreening and film nights are all helping to
cement firm foundations for our club.
Compared to past years, the club is down on
numbers but I think that there has never been
the spirit that has existed in the last twelve
months.
Maybe we have finally reached maturity.
September Meeting
The September meeting got off to a start on
time.
After the normal rigmarole of minute
reading, correspondence, etc., we entered into
It was
discussions regarding 'Canberra Day'.
decided that we invite an experienced tow pilot
-to put on a display.
All would depend on approval
by the 'Canberra Day Committee' and Transport
Australia, etc.

Atmospheric lapse rate plays a major role in
the development of good thermal conditions. T~is
is the temperature change per 1,000 feet of altltude and will show how stable or unstable the air
is.
If the lapse rate is less than 3.5°F per
1,000 feet the air is called stable and should
not produce thermals.
From 3.5 0 to 5.4 0 lapse
rate can produce thermals but these are normally
'dry thermals', that is, they do not produce
cumulus cloud.
If the lapse rate is greater
than 5.4°F, unstable conditions occur WhlCh allow
the vertical movement of air.
Cumulus cloud is
formed if there is moisture in the air.
A
thermal rises because it is warmer and less dense
It is formed when
than the surrounding air.
particular patches of the terrain are heated by
the sun.
It begins to rise as it is forced upward by the surrounding cool air and will eventually break away from the ground.
This air will ~ise
until it equals the temperature of the surroundlng
air.
The most common thermal is just a large
bubble, but when a large supply of warm air is
being generated and the cold air wedge continues
to break loose thermals at a fixed point, a continuous column of lift will form.
This can occur
at an obstruction such as at the base of a hill,
a ridge, row of trees or houses.
Any thermals
will drift with the wind, so always search down
wind of where you think the thermal could be produced.
The higher the thermal the faster the
drift.

It was also decided that someone should
attend the Gymkhana for the Blind Sporting Association.
Jeff Cotter and Brett Freebody volunteered.
As there had been little flying, so therefore
little to report, discuss or argue, the meeting
closed.
This opened the way for the normal
waffle, exaggerations, dreams and occasional
shout of the expression which we use so frequently and which means disbelief.
A Note on Articles
don't believe one has to be a journalist to
write an interesting article.
Nearly all the people I have approached to
convince them of writing something, have said
"But I can't think of anything to write about!"
And then they immediately started telling me of a
great roof rack they have designed or what a great
fly they had last weekend or something else that
is just as interesting.
I say, "Why don't you
write an article about that?".

The most important factor in thermalling is
being able to do efficient flat 360 0 turns with a
minimum loss of height.
Obviously, the steeper
the bank the faster the flying speed and the
higher the kite's sink rate becomes.
It's surprising how many pilots waste flights just aimlessly flying backwards and forwards along the

Mention a few of the people that were there
or who helped you and at least you're bound to get
their interest.
You will also get the interest
of anyone who knows the people you mention.
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When approaching a thermal that another pilot
is using always begin circling in the same direction as he/she is turning and keep alert.
Don't
assume the other pilot is watching you as he/she
may have not seen you enter the thermal.
Never
become so involved in the thermal that you forget
about him/her.
If you own an old kite, it is advisable to
have an expert check it out, as many older model
kites (and some not so old) were never strengthened enough to take some of the forces which can
be dished out by mother nature on a strong thermal
day.

ridge without practising clean turns.
Even in
ridge lift you should practice good, efficient
turns.
A variometer takes a lot of guesswork
out of soaring, especially when the lift is smooth
and high.
The body has trouble sensing whether
you are going up or down.
Any pilot who is
interested in doing some serious thermalling
should consider buying a vario.
They are expensive but the pilot will be well rewarded with
improved time in the air.
Locating Thermals
When searching for good ground sources of
thermals there are several visual indicators a
pilot can use.
Areas that heat up quickly and
are dry and dark can be good thermal producers,
especially if they are in good contrast with their
surroundings (i.e. hot areas surrounded by green
forests,etc.).
These areas are influenced by
(1) the heat of the sun, (2) the angle of the sun's
rays, (3) the amount of shelter from the wind. Be
on the lookout for sand, bare ground, short dry
vegetation, paved areas, ridge tops and houses or
buildings, etc.
A thermal source will usually
produce thermals at intervals.
After each
thermal dies nothing will develop until the source
has reheated, so if the lift dies don't remain in
the area, as there will be nothing but sink left
as cool air replaces the air where the thermal
was located.
The best thermal indicator is
cumulus cloud.
Light milky wisps indicate the
Large
thermal is just forming a cumulus cloud.
in size, with firm edges and a dark well defined
These can be
bottom, marks a strong thermal.
extremely strong and the pilot should always
leave himself plenty of room to penetrate away
from the cloud, so as not to be sucked into it.
Cumulus with ragged edges and bottoms indicate a
dying thermal.

A parachute might also be advisable.
Now all you have to do is wait for the days
to get a little warmer when gentle cumulus clouds
drift by as you launch into a 500 FPM thermal and
quickly climb to cloud base.
Your driver watches
as you disappear into the distance wondering how
in the hell he/she is ever going to find you when
and if you land.
Paul Van Hof

METAL FATIGUE AFTER 50 HOURS OF AIRTIME
This is not meant to be a pain in the? for
the manufacturers; because what we get from them
is top quality.
This article is mainly about the
unseen problems of fatigue that some of us will
~o face, sooner or later.
I own a two-year-01d single surface glider,
which I have flown mainly in thermal and inland
flying conditions.
Due to a slight problem it
had, caused by hitting a seventy foot gum tree,
while my now second best friend happened to be
lying in the harness, which, at that time was
clipped into the 'A' frame, I was forced to strip
it down.
Unlike my second best friend it did
not survive the ceremonial tree lopping contest
and squeeked and bent a lot when it hit the
ground.

Technique
On encountering lift, the nose pitches up.
You are approaching the thermal straight on . Continue until you can comfortably do a 360 or fly
out the other side, whichever occurs first.
Do
360's until you have enough height to explore the
Each 360 0 turn
thermal and try to find the core.
shoul d be 1engthened in the di recti on of the
• stron~er lift (this is where the vario comes in
If one wing is lifted, this indicates
handy).
that the stronger lift is on that side.
If, on
first contact with the thermal, one wing is lifted
to a very steep bank don't fight the lift, continue
in the direction the thermal has thrown you (for
270 0 ) then you will be able to come straight at
the thermal and continue as described earlier. If
the first contact gently lifts one wing, assume
the thermal is not very strong, roll your body
towards the lifting wing, keeping the turn as
flat as possible.
If the thermal is not large
enough for full 360 0 turns, small'S' turns can
gain more height than 360's.

Anyhow, so much for that.
Back to the real
problem.
After stripping it down, Noel, Chris
and I noticed that most of the leading edge bolts
were heavily worn.
Bolt holes in the leading
edge and cross bars were badly elongated, to such
an extent that they wouldn't have taken too much
more flying.
We also found that the rigging
wires were fairly loose allowing an excess of
flex in the wing.
Heavy thermal1ing conditions
that we encounter in our district would contribute
to this.
In view of the above I personally recommend
that kites, no matter what age they may be, get
a good service at least once a season.
I know
my kite will.

In conclusion, always be aware of your best
flying speeds in straight flight, while searching
for lift.
If the sink is heavy, fly faster than
your best L.D. speed so that you spend as little
time as pos sible in the sinking air.
In calm
air, fly at best L.D. speed and in lift always fly
at minimum sink speed.

I hope my sailmaker did not get too much of
a shock when he received the little package of
So any how, down
shredded dacron in the mail.
with the sink and up with the thermals.
Peter Koorneef
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GOSSIP COLUMN

Our thanks to the Danns for their hospitality
the other Wednesday night .
For all those who
weren't there, we had an extremely enjoyable
night watching films from the archives of the early
days of flying in the A.C.T.

I heard a story about Peter Koorneef when he
was up at Byron Bay. Apparently, he had set up
his kite to practice his still wind take-offs when
it got blown away.
Fortunately, the ACTHGA's
top wind technician wasn't clipped in.

Since Chris has a fondness for the tops of
gum trees we have decided to call him 'Koala'.

We had a top night at Jeff and Debbie Cotter ' s
place the other Wednesday night.
As Charlie
the dog, and Rover the cat watched intently,
eight chiefs went to work silkscreening T-shirts.
After a while we got into a system of utter chaos
but to the surprise of all, everything turned out
o.k. (all except Kate's 'trickles' that it).

There has been a change of hands of ki tes
lately.
Bret Freebody bought Tim Webb ' s Mega III
Mark Young
Bret Freebody's Mega II
Tom Hick
Jeff Cotter's Mega II
George Kambas
Peter Curs1ey's Mega II
Peter Koorneef
Max Stoneham's Wedgeta i 1
Des Blackwell
Mark Young ' s Ma xi
Noel Burton
John Hayma's Bandit
II

Tim Webb ' s new Mega III has arrived. Don't
know what his parents will say when they return
home and find it in the lounge room. Makes me
feel guilty leaving mine on a cold, damp verandah.

Next issue:

A great weekend was had by all, in the valley
Some of the less hardy lived
the other weekend.
in luxury in the shearer's quarters, while the
rest of us camped with the wonders of the wilderness.

1.
2.
3.
4.

The club still has plenty of club logo car
stickers for sale - black on yellow - they are
guaranteed for the rest of their life . $1.20 ea.
And a
there is a
government
tax Nonn' s

Water landing . . .. Max Stoneham.
Tree landing incident report . . . Tim Webb.
The valley weekend ... Steph
Hopefully, a very shiny art icle by Mark Jolly .
Peter Curs1 ey

(I get the feeZing that the ACTHGA is taking over
SkysaiZor .
How about the other Associations
foZZowing their exampZe? !
Thanks for aZZ the
hard work, Peter.
Ed. )

bit on the budget - it seems silly when
large 'Life be in it' campaign , that the
taxes Newc's racket at 17!% and doesn't
beer .

CAN'T KEEP IT UP?
•

BALL VARIOMETERS MAKE A RANGE OF TOP CLASS VAR IOMETERS ONE OF
WHI CH WILL SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS:
* All prices quoted include the new Feder al Gover nment Sales Tax
All pric es subject to change without not ice.
MODEL 620H - Compact, audio on up onl y, i nternal
ba t teries (not suppl ied) . .. . .. . ..... . . . ... .. . ...... .. . $278*
MODEL 631 - Su per vario/altimeter, aud i o full
range or up only , di gi t al al timeter ,
uses internal batteri es (not supplied) . . .. . .. .. ..... .. $470*
We are the Austral i an agent for BALL Variometers Inc. and offer
12 months warranty (factory approved backup in Australia) on
all variometers sold.
ALSO AVAILABLE :
Winter Airspeed Indicators, self contained , made fo r
hang gliders .. .. .... ... ... . ....... . . ... . . ..... .. ........ . ... .. .... . $121*
Replogle Barographs, light weight , rugged and
reliable , 30,000' range .......... . . . .... ... .. .. . . . . . ... . ...... . . ... $346*
Mechanical var i ometers ..... . Compasses ...... Oxygen
For further information write or call Tom Gil bert

T. & J. Sailplane Services
BOX 324, CAMDEN, N.S. W. 2570
PHONE (046) 66 7079 A.H. (046) 57 1288
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If you are going to use your radio a lot we
recommend the rechargeable batteries. They do
work out cheaper in the long run.
Each charge
lasts about as long as a set of normal batteries.

to CB or not to CB
Radio

Don't knock CB's - they're worth their
weight.
Communication opens barriers when
thermalling, setting up film shots and flying
cross country, but, apart from all that, they
look impressive to the whatfors.

It's the opinion of most of the flyers in
Canberra who use CB's that the Realistic 6 channel
5 watt, TR 6/200 is the best.
It's light, has
the external microphone jack and, when Tandy have
them on special, they drop from $120 to $79. The
cheaper 3 watt does not have the external microphone jack required for a headset, although it
can be adapted.
Plastic bicycle headlamp brackets are suitable for attaching the CB to the 'A' frame. The
'A' frame is the best place for it because it's
a solid mount and within reach so that volume, etc.
can be adjusted easily, although you will have to
drop into hang to do this.
With the aid of the two brackets, mount the
CB high enough up the downtube so that it is not
in the way.
Position the CB upsidedown and at
an angle so that the extended aerial is away from
any tubing or wires which could cause interference.
A rubber duckie aerial can be used or, as an
aerial jack is provided, a trailing aerial can be
used.
The trailing aerial should be a quarter
of the wave length long.
That is 2.75 metres
for the Realistic 5 watt.
It should also hang
as near to vertical as possible.

Headset and
boom mike
fitted to helmet
with velcro.

Realistic 6ch-5 watt CB
with ext/mike jack.
Attached to A/frame in
upside down position
with plastic bicycle head
lamp brackets.

Head Set
~======:;t~;:;::::::;;fj~o

A headset makes the whole CB system.
Just
having a CB attached to your 'A' frame doesn't
make communication super simple.
If you set a
headset up correctly, they are no hassle.

T.X. button and
wi ring
permanently
taped to A/frame

The headset we use is available from Dick
Smith's Electronics for about $30.
It consists
of a single speaker, boom microphone and a 'press
to talk' button.
It also has a crown clip to
keep it on your head.
It's best to take this clip
off and attach the speaker and microphone to the
helmet.
This is done by glueing velcro on the
helmet, just above the ear and on the speaker.
As the speaker is inset from the casing, you will
have to glue cardboard in part of the inset in
order to make a flat surface to glue the velcro .
Be careful not to cover the speaker holes with
cardboard.
This system makes it easy to remove
or replace.

Ma 1e/ fema 1e
plug

1ST BYRON BAY COMPETITIVE FLY-IN
Between:

Byron Bay Sky Surfers
Nobby Area Sky Surfers Assoc.
Suncoast Hang Gliding Club

Date:

31st October - 1st November.
VISITORS WELCOME

The wires from the CB to the talk button and
headset can be attached to the down tube with velcro
straps or it can be taped permanently.
The latter
involves installing a plug between the headset and
the talk button and wires, etc., as close to the
headset as possible.
This enables you to pack up
the wires with the glider and keep the headset with
your helmet.

'I CONFESS THAT IN 1901 I SAID TO MY BROTHER
ORVILLE THAT MAN WOULD NOT FLY FOR 50 YEARS'
- WILBUR WRIGHT, 1908

The microphone is positioned just below your
mouth and, although you're not conscious of it, it
can be lifted up out of the way if you wish.
To
operate the talk button you simply move your hand
against it - just the lightest touch is all it
requires.
You don't even use your fingers.
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If I haven't sparked any i nterest in thi s
publication, then try my "closing the sale" line:

VISUAL FLIGHT GUIDE
(Book Review)
I.

"CLOSING THE SALE LINE"
"This 260 page publicati on can be obtained, f r ee of charge, from
you r local TA(DOT) regi onal office."

Summer is all but here and already hang
gliders are breaking away from the captive winter
ridge lift.
For some of us, those dreams of
cross-country flight will soon become a reality .

Just
eral
your
know

Despite our hang rating system with its
"beefed-up" theory component, I am willing to bet
that many pilots who have these aspirations do
not have the necessary prerequisite knowledge for
safe and legal X-C flight.
A thorough understanding of ANO 95.8 plus the ability to answer
the guestions in the Hang 5 theory should only be
consldered to be a minimum qualification for this
type of fl yi ng .

P.S. Don't tell them I sent you.
Cra i g Aitken
(Th e Visual Flight Gu ide is available t o al l
hang glider pilots free b u t , unfortunatel y
the last we heard ~' t was out of pr~n
. t.
'
Ed.)

Here is a checklist to see if you measure
up:a)
b)
c)
d)

So too can copies of VEC s , VTC s be obtained.
walk up to the counter with that "I'm a genaviation pilot" look on your face and ask for
copy.
I f you don't offer to pay they wi 11
that they don ' t need to charge you!

Review theory questions from H.5.
Obtain relevant copies of a VTC, aVEC,
and a WAC for an area you intend to fly .
Understand how to read them.
Read "Visual Flight Guide" .
Re-review theory questions from H. 5.

SAFETY TIPS

The book review? The "Visual Flight Guide "
is published by "Transport Australia" and is
intended for visual flight opera t ions by general
aviation pilots.
It should be a candidate for
the list of recommended study boo ks which are
lis~ed at the bottom of the H.5 theory exam pa per,
as lt contains a wealth of information that
addresses many of the questions posed .
In addition, it contains a lot of othe r useful information relevant to X-C hang glider flight.
For
the reader who is prepared to go from cover to
cover, it will give a better understanding as to
how "general aviation" pilots are required to fly
(and you think that you are over-regulated!). It
might be useful, seeing as we all want to get up
there too, eh?

We learn by ou r mi stakes and if fortunate
do not have to pay too dearly for the l essons.
Such an event occurred recentl y, demonstrating
an unexpected haza r d that can ari se wit h the new
double-surfac e gliders.
These gliders have a tendency when laid flat
on the ground to go for a flight on their own it is therefore advisable when leaving the glider
unattended on the hill to relea se the tensioncable on the crossboom and move the wings in
slightly so that the gl i der lies flat on the
When the wi ngs ar e moved in the antiground.
luff lines are slackened and hang down along the
t railing edge of the sail .
In this particular
instance one of the lines had passed below the
tip of an inne r where it caught so that when the
boom was re-tensioned and the wings opened out,
the anti-luff line held up the trailing edge on
this side.
This went unnoticed by
all present - that is, until the glider became
airborne and the massive up-elevator force made
it very clear to the pilot that SOMETHING was
wrong.
Fortunately the anti-luff lines are not
fi xed at the point where they are attached to the
top rigging but run freely through a loop which
allowed the 'elevator' force to equali se on each
side.
It took the pilot all his strength to
prevent the glider from stalling but he managed to
top-land safely before his arms gave out.

Skimming through the contents pages of the
"VFG" one can find topics such as:i)
ii)

Hints for survival if forced down .
Explanations of terms (QFE, QNH, FL, etc.)
iii) Abbreviations.
i v). Visual and meteorological conditions.
v) Visual Flight Rules.
vi) Altimetry.
vii) Weather services. (Are surface weather
fo recasts good enough for you?)
viii) Maps and Charts.

This could happen on almost any glider with
anti-luff lines but it is something that can be
easily checked before every flight.
The only
difficult bit is REMEMBERING TO CHECK.
(Reprinted from the BHGA magazine, ~Jings, June
1981.
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An Invitation
We would like to invite any interested Hang
or Hang 2 pilots (or anyone for that matter) to
attend some of our VHGA Committee meetings.

VHGA NEWS,
VIEWS

a

STUFF

Firstly, we
There are two reasons for this .
would like more people to be aware of what the
Committee is doing and to provide feedback and
alternate points of vi ew during meetings. Secondl y ,
a more selfish reason, to put it frankly, we are
not going to live forever .
So, it would be helpful if we had a few mo r e people who knew what the
committee does and how it does it, ready for the day
when we pass on to higher things (sic),
If you're interested phone Dave Hard ing
(699-6128) and he'l l tell you when and where the
next meeting will be.
COLLENDINA
The training bowl at Collendina is now out of use
and any hang gliding activities in the bowl are
forbidden .
The Ocean Grove Foreshore Committee
has decided, at the expense of hang gliding training, that restoration of the foreshore in the
Collendina area is to proceed.
The carpark has
been dramatically changed and the access track
to the most common take-off point has been fenced
off.
Extensive re-seeding of the area has been
carried out and we request that all flyers observe
the "KEEP OUT" signs.
I will be approaching the
Foreshore Committee to ascertain what areas we
can still use and what assistance if any the Committee can give us.
Please oblige in the meantime by not using the site.

V.H.G.A. - NEWS, VIEWS AND STUFF
Hi, one and all.
I'm Paul Tanner and from
now on I'll be trying to put together a Victorian
section for Skysailor.
John Reynoldson has been doing it for some
time now, with little thanks, and due to other
responsibilities which he is taking on has handed
it over to me.
Many thanks John, for all the
work in the past.
About myself - I'm 26 and have been flying
4!-5 years?
I started off with Garry Court, made
a Shearwater to plans and then started jumping off
hills.
A couple of years later I bought a
Swallowtail and now a Maxi Mark III.
I prefer
inland flying but I am still learning.
Most East
Coast boys should have seen my off-white (won't
clean) kite floating around.

Len Kilpatrick
Collendina, Victoria.

PLEASE!!! NO MORE STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPES
Fear and Loathing at Ben Nevis

Well folks, VHGA in their benificence have
bent over backwards for all you aspiring Hang 1,
2, 3, 4, 5's.
Yes!!!
Now all you need to do
is to send your rating form to Box 400 and we'll
do the rest!

I haven't even been there yet and someone is
already trying to spoil it for me.
We have reliable reports that someone has
been vandalising the Forestry Shack on Mt . Ben
Nevis.

Mt. Elephant Summer Flying
Mt. Elephant flyers must either ring or call
the owner - Lindsay Eldridge at Derrinallum before you fly.
THIS IS PRIVATE PROPERTY and must
be treated as such, or we may lose it.
So do the
right thing - Ph. (055) 976531.
His house is the
last on the right before you turn left off the
Hamilton Highway.

The VHGA is waiting for an explanation.
WELL?!
(If I find yus, I'll string yu up by
your BIG TOES, and LEAVE YOU!!)

NB. YOU MUST have a 4-Wheel drive or you can't
go up the mountain.

VHGA Contact Sheet

Graffiti on the wall reads "Monash University
Hang Gliding Club".

Due to Lack of Interest

General Correspondence
) P.O. Box 400,
Rating Forms (no S.A.E. required)) Prahran,
Skysailor Submissions
) Vic., 3181 .

The Hang 3 Qualifier will not be run.
We
only received one entry, which will be refunded
and Wilson Bond will automatically compete in the
Victorian Championships.

Training Enquiries - Southern School of Hang
Gliding
(03) 44-55 57
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Office Bearers
President
Secretary
Treasurer
HGFA Coordinator
Competition
Di rector
Sa fety Di rector
Training Director
"Your Edi tor"

Dave Harding 699-6128
Gavin Hill
277-7942
Fred Butcher 561-6561
Cra i g Aitken 429-3001
Wesley Hill
277-7942
John Reynoldson 690-3051
Rod Steele
44-5557 (BusHrs)
Paul Tanner
25-8148

Safety Director's Notes
The following is a list of current Safety
Officers.
To the best of my information, it
represents a complete list of people who have
completed the Safety Officer exam.
*Aitken, Craig
*Belford, Doug
Gane, Brian
*Griffith, Gilbert
Harding, David
*Hi 11, Wesl ey
Kilpatrick, Len
*Lissenburg, Peter
McCarthy, John
O'Connor, Paul
*0' Neil, Ian
*Reynoldson, John
*Ruffels, Steve
Steele, Rod
*Tanner, Paul
Van der Klooster, Rob

Melbourne 429-3001
Melbourne 49-3380
(052)61-2123
Geelong
Bright
Melbourne 699-6128
Melbourne 277-7924
(052)55-2718
Geelong
Melbourne 725-5625
Melbourne
(052)75-1020
Geelong
Melbourne 89-4163
Melbourne 690-3051
Melbourne 728-2778
Melbourne 44-5557 (BusHrs)
Melbourne
25-8148
Geelong

Ratings have been arriving signed by people
who were safety officers (or may have been) some
years ago.
I thank those people for donating
their time, but I would suggest they contact me
immediately about doing the Safety Officers exam.
I have no way of controlling the authenticity of
ratings unless I know who is issuing them. Also,
I invite H.3 or above pilots, particularly people
who fly the coast, to call me and discuss becoming
Safety Officers.
With the migration of many
Safety Officers to inland flying (asterisked above)
we are desperately short of people to help control
the coast.
John Reynoldson

Scared?
You should be...
if your chute fabric
- like Ugly's sheetis not certified!
It could let you down
when you least expect it.
We only use certified
FIll material in our
back-up chutes.
Ask for our test certificate.
(Ugly just didn't think
it mattered!)

BACK-UP CHUTE
complete... $343*

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA En:
68 WENTWORTH AVE., SYDNEY 2010
Tel. (02) 211-5555

*Price
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includessales tax

COMMENT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

Notice to Swift Owners
The following problem has already been communicated
to Ultralight Flight Systems, but in the interests
of quick dissemination of information, here's the word:
1. The sidewire thimble at the 'A' frame shackle
rubs against the down tube and may damage it as
shown in Figure 1.
This may be prevented by contact cementing a
piece of plastic or rubber over the problem
area.
2. A potentially dangerous situation exists where
the 'A' frame uprights enter the 'A' frame top
fitting. Over- rotation of the 'A' frame uprights
can cause the top fitting to bite into them as
shown in figure 2. Several Swifts in Victoria
are showing distinct damage, fortunately not
yet serious.
One solution is to be very careful in setup and
breakdown. Another may be to strengthen this
area, but we will await factory advice on that
one. Please check your Swift for this damage.
It is easy to miss.

Two small wear points on the Swift have been
brought to the attention of Ultralight. Both are
non-critical and can easily be overcome by
contacting Brian Fimmel at the Ultralight factory
on 521 6365.

If the A-frame uprights are spread excessively,
i.e. 18 inches further apart than is necessary to
connect the base tube; the top of the upright can
be marked by the stainless steel housing. Removal
of the uprights from the housing and filing off any
sharpness from the inside of the housing will
elminate this problem. It is not necessary to
set up the glider to do this.

":lIDEWIRE

®

When set up but not flying, the thimbles at
the A-frame end of the side wires touch the uprights
and mark them. PVC protection sleeves are now
being fitted to production Swifts and are available
free of charge to present Swift owners.
Brian Fimmel
Ultralight Flight Systems

DDwtJrU13f.

uLOmes DeJJ 1ED
M 'u' ~lflINlr-
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The next seminar at the Royal Mail Hotel,
Goodna, will be a co~tinuation of the X-C,
thermallin9 and meteorology lectures given by
our resident sailplane instructor George Edwards.
We hope to see the usual good rollup of interested
pilots. The seminars are on the last Monday of
every month for any new members that may be
interested in attending.

Queensland News

An important note to all fliers who, like
most of us, haven't flown the bulk hours that we
would like during winter. The clearing of the
cobwebs can be a somewhat worrying experience.
If you haven't flown at all during winter or have
had an occasional fly, it would be advisable to
spend some time on a smooth coastal site to regain
your experience and confidence before attempting
thermalling and flying inland sites. This
especially applies to Hang 1, 2 and 3.

The North Queensland Competition was held on
October 3rd and 4th. He recently received
permission from Transport Austral ia for the height
clearance required for the competition to be held.
We thank Transport Australia for their prompt
action upon receipt of our intial application.

For anyone interested in visiting Brisbane
or further North, please contact me for some
informative advise relating to our great flying
sites.

Anyone interested in participating in the next
r40yes Advanced Hang Gl iding Course are to notify me
immediately so I can arrange an . appropriate date
and venue for this exclusive opportunity. At this
stage the approximate date will be the end of
February and the cost approximately $175. I hope
to hear from all the people who enquired about this
course during this past year.

Graham Pukallus,
State Coordinator
Queensland Hang Gliding Association.

SJOSTROM INSTRUMENTS

(086) 66 2064

P.O. Box 53, Melrose 5483.
We wish it be known that "PLAINSMAN" our new integrated soaring instrument, 18 months in the works,
is due for release very soon.

Australian in design and make, "PLAINSMAN" is not "just a V S I" but

a stable, self-zeroing vario which by means of our TWO SPEED GUST FILTER, supplies more concise,
properly conditioned information to the flyer than the crude dampening systems of the past. Meter
is a LARGE (80mm) guality 240 0 movement. AUDIO is wide ranging, HIGH RESOLUTION, speaker in front,
includes tone-in-sink and both thresholds user adjustable.
display of 10' increments.
and minutes.

Electronic altimeter has a LARGE digital

Included standard is a LCD clock with elapsed time function in hours

A "HOLD" switch retains "last-fl ight-duration" for later logging .

compact fairing with functional layout.
battery and more).

Housing is alight,

"PLAINSMAN" has all the "obvious" features (standby

Cost will be very competitive.

Stay tuned for complete specs or send now for no

obligation details.

uncompromising PLAINSMAN

from-the-ground-up designed for hang gliding!
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The Noosa Club Christmas Party is to be a two
day event this year with the main day being the
Saturday and the Saturday night being the main
Christmas Party. The dates are December 5th and 6th,
commencing at 10.00 a.m. on the 5th. The programme
starts vlith a general fly-in which will include Santa
flying in to deliver sweets to the children. This
will be followed by a mouth watering meal at our
local pub where our own band will be playing. Santa
will arrive after the meal and give all the kids
their Christmas presents. Towards the end of the
evening the band and all the party goers will return
to the Nobby for a campfire singsong and general rage .

NOBBY NOTES
The Nobby has recently woken from its winter
sleep with a few sea breeze fli~hts and another
upwind LD run to the Glomorgonvale pub by Dick Lys.
He received his bottle of champagne and congratulations from the club members at our recent meeting.
The Noosa Club intends holding a Hang 2 Compo
on November 7th, commencing at 9.00 a.m. P.ll
competitors are to meet the organisers on the Nobby
with their gliders assembled no later than 8.45 a.m .
The tasks involved have been carefully designed to '
allow pilots to safely compete within their capabilities. We hope the Hang 2's will not only enjoy
competing but learn how to better themselves.

There is dawn flight planned with breakfast
afterwards. If you can make it then do, as \~e
can assure you a Christmas Party you won't for~et.
Anyone can attend: all we ask is that you notify
us of your numbers and the number of children
attending so we can arrange the meal~ the presents
and the overall cost per head.

The Public Relations event that was to take
place at Rainbow Beach on the 26th and 27th was
unfortunately cancelled on the Sunday due to adverse
I'/eather conditions with gusty NW-SW, 20-30 kt winds.
The blind person, Barry Murphy, who was to fly twoup was extremely disappointed as was the Channel 7
current affairs program, State Affair. The next
opportunity will be at Byron Bay in late October
when we all hope the weather will be more cooperative.

I hope to hear from a lot of you; those that
enjoy a great fly, great food and a great time .
Until then we will be waiting with anticipation.
Graham Puka 11 us
Secretary
Nobby Area SkY' Surfing Association

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
Stan Roy, ms.12071 ChevaIIum Road.
Palmwoods 4555 phone 071- 459185
ALL THE ITEMS AS PREVIOUSLY ADVERTISED IN PAST MONTHS ARE STILL AVAILABLE,

EXCEPTING

COLVER VARIOS (WHICH ARE OUT OF PRODUCTION),

NEW STOCK AVAILABLE:
AGV HELMETS""""", ,$35
NEW MINIATURE TRANSDUCER
G WORTHINGTON'S BOOK

PARACHUTES:

NEW

V E LITEK VARIOS"" '" "" ,$180

'SYSTEK' VARIO, 3 X 2,5

X 1,5 INCHES 1

11oIS,.$205

IN SEARCH OF WORLD RECORDS"""", "'" ,$13

3 ONLY 'FLIGHT DESIGNS'

NEW BACK-UPS""""""""""

P A BACK-UPS WITH OPTIONAL THIN PACK"" """ ""'"
AIRCRAFT FLOATING
THOMMEN AND

COMPASS" ",,$48

3 NEEDLE

AIRCRAFT

POSTED",

ALTIMETERS
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IN STOCK

,$298

",,$320

As I head towards Mt. Terrible, I dream of
hooking a big meaty thermal and drifting over the
back for a few miles.
Just what I need to condition myself for this coming summer season.
I
arrive to find a few of the boys setting up.
The wind is a few knots and off to the east.
The temperature is reaching for 30° and the occasional light thermal is showing itself, but,
it's early yet.
By 12.30 the place will be
pumping.
At last a chance at some real flying, instead
of being blown up and down a boring ridge in
strong coastal winds.
Thoughts of 50 miles plus
fill my mind as I take my glider from the roof
and ease myself over that nasty electric fence
that surrounds Mt. Terrible.
A clear grassy
spot is chosen and I begin to set up.
The glider is now fully set up and has passed a thorough
safety check, so I walk to the edge and wait.
12.05 and a good cycle passes through.
I continue to wait.
12.18 another good cycle passes through.
It's time to prepare.
I climb into my cocoon harness, buckle up
my helmet, pull on my ski gloves and slowly walk
to my glider.
Ross steadies the nose, as I
clip into hang strap one, then hang strap two and
proceed to lock my carabiner.
Giving a sharp tug
on my harness straps, I'm confident everything is
secure.
I lay down for a final harness check.
Straps secure and· free from tangles, "check";
parachute bridge cord secure, "check"; parachute
container closed and rip-cord in correct position,
"check"; instrument panel secure, "check";
altimeter and compass functioning, "check"; variometer on, "check".
Everything is ready to go.

S.A.H.G.A. CROSS COUNTRY LEAGUE
To give recognition to significant crosscountry flights in South Australia a league is being implemented.
The conditions are simple and
hopefully as unrestrictive as possible.
It
should encourage capable pilots to leave the
ridge and fly with definite goals to beat.
The main details:
1)

Entry open to Hang IV and V financial
members of S.A.H.G.A.

2)

The average of a pilot's best three flights
between 1-7-81 and 30-6-82 will decide the
winner, helping to eliminate any 'flukes'.

3)

All flights to start within S.A.'s borders
but take off may be from any site and at
any time during the above period.

I will collate, and with the help of an
independent arbitor, ratify results and keep an
updated table available for monthly publication
in Skysailor.
For full details including confirmation
slips, required take off and landing location
format and 'T-shirt' send $7 C/o Gladstone High
School, Gladstone, 5473.
Or see me on site.
The charge will cover the professionally designed
shirt and a small prize pool.
Note:- any flights made since 1-7-81 but
prior to publication of this Skysailor may be
claimed provided the simple confirmation requirements can be met.
heading towards a small island of flat land.
Reaching up for the downtubes, I flare and land,
glancing at my watch.
It's just gone 12.37.
I
unclip and happily jump into the air as I realise
that world recognition is mine, for a record has
been set.

Steve Blenkinsop

RECORD FLIGHT (Larry Loops)

"Mt. Terrible 800 ft. from take-off to
landing and I've just flown it in less
than one minute!"

I awaken.
It's Sunday the 20th of September,1981.
I draw the curtains back and look
outside.
The sun is shining and a light northerly is blowing.
A flight off Mt. Terrible is
the fix I need.

The record's been set: "Beat me if you dare".
Larry Loops
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CROW-EATERS CORNER
SHOCK!

By Terry Tipstall

A recent afternoon at Mt. Terrible produced
some surprises when "Big John" Marshmellow was
seen flying against Rosso Lunchcutter.
The disparity in height between them had to be seen to be
believed for while Big John was skying out at
Cloudbase, some 5000 ft. ASL, Lunchcutter was seen
Lunchscratching around just above the trees.
cutter blamed a number of factors for this, amongst
them suggesting that corrosion in Big John's "Skycart" had meant it no longer possessed an airframe,
and Big John was flying by holding the sail out
with hi s arms.

200 MILE FLIGHT

The big news this month is the record breaking flight of 200 miles performed here recently by
Mr . Bozo Template with his kite, the "Cretin".
The flight is very remarkable in that it was performed in pure ridge lift conditions from Normanvi 11 e.
However, it seems unlikely the flight will be
accepted as an official world record for a number
of reasons, these being:
(1)
(2)
(3)

(True . t hese articles probably don ' t mean as much
to interstate f7ye r s as they do to local flyers
but they ar e good fun .
Thanks .
Ed . )

No F.A.I. observers were present.
No Barograph was attached to the kite.
Bozo wasn't attached to the kite either!

Bozo had the "Cretin" all set up and was
standing next to it adjusting his barograph, when
the kite decided to go for it and took off without him.
The retrieval crew with the aid of
metal detectors have managed to locate most of
the kite but it is suspected some shreds of the
sail are still in the air.
After the state team to compete in the National Snakes & Ladders competition at Mt. Buffalo
had been announced, there was some disagreement.
Detriment, well known as the state Irish rubik's
cube champion, suggested that as certain SAHGA
pilots had resided outside of the state for more
than 24 hours they should not be eligible.
The
fact that he had just missed the team was coinci dental, he said.
He added that he didn ' t mind
stabbing Squiggle in the back, considering he
was over 500

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION INC.
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN SITES
Blowhole
This has now been derated to a Hang 3 site.
Training
Instructors are reminded that their students
must have current Insurance.
If their 3 month
short term membership has expired then they must
join S.A.H.G.A . if they wish to complete training
and continue flying.
It has been suggested that
25 knots is a bit strong for training and an upper
limit of 15 knots should be adhered to.
Nationals Team
The team for next January's Nationals has
been chosen from the results of the State competition.
They are:
Rob Davis
Phil Flentje
Dave Blenkinsop
Steve Blenkinsop
Don Cameron
This is assuming all pilots are available and that
we have 5 positions as this is uncertain at this
stage.

Mr. Stove Drunkensloppy has created some
interest lately with an aerobatic manoeuvre he
has perfected.
Known as the "fallen out of wingover" it has captured the imagination of many
pi lots such as Android Whats'is anme, Randy Grower
and Larry Loops, who are trying to copy it with
varying degrees of success.
Stove demonstrated a
parti cularly good example recently at Ochre Point,
mis s ing the ground by a narrow margin.
When asked
about some adverse reaction after the incident he
said he regarded 3 inches as entirely adequate, and
had never received any complaints before.

Spring Fly-in
Remember this happens at Lochiel on October
10-12, staying at Snowtown Caravan Park.
All
ratings welcome.
R.J. Wilkinson
Secretary
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HGFA MEMBERS EXCLUSIVE ...

Full personal
accident insurance
From HGFA Brokers
warwick blair insurances
A Member of the Terence Lipman Group of Companies

• Full 24 Hour Cover a day, every day, not just hang gliding .
• Full Hang Gliding Cover, including Competition Flying.
• Broad , Worldwide Cover, Lloyd's policy wordings .
• Benefits payable for a Full Year to 80% of income,
excluding workers' compensation claims.
• Limited Medical Expense Cover
• Your cover starts as soon as you despatch the
Proposal Form and Premium.
Be covered 24 hours a day, every day, wherever you
are , with HGFA Members' exclusive Personal
Accident InsuraAce. Select the Plan best suited to
your requirements from the Proposal Form below
and mail together with the Appropriate Premium to
Terence Lipman Pty. Ltd.

---------------------

warwick blair insurances

Personal Accident Proposal Form
Please indicate the Insurance Cover required.

Name in full ......... .............. ... .... .. ........ .................................. ................. ....
Address .. ..... ..... ... ....... .. .. .. ... ... .................. ... ... ...... .... .................... .. ... .. .... .

Insurance Benefits

................ ............ .. ............................................ Postcode .. .... ... ... ........... .

Annual
Premium
Payable

Death or Permanent
Total Disability

Temporary
Total Disablement

$10,000

$1 00 per week

$100

Employer's Name ...... ............ .... ......... ...... ... ................................... ......... .

$10 ,000

$150 per week

$150

and Address ................... ............................. ...... Postcode .. .... ..... ...... ... ... .

$10 ,000

$200 per week

$200

$10 ,000

$250 per week

$250

Age ..... .... ........ ... .... ... ...... ..... .HGFA Membership No ............. .. .. ... ....... ... ..

Cover
Selected
(please
tick)

Occupation/Profession ......... .. ....... .. ....... ..... ......... ... ...... .... ..... ...... .... ....... .
Duties Performed ...... ............. .... .... .... ...... .. .. ..... ............................... ....... .

Have you previously suffered injury through accident?

Yes 0 No O

If yes , give brief details, including period of incapacity ..... .. ..................... ..

Are you presently suffering an injury or physical disability?

Yes 0 No 0

Date ............ .................. Signature .... ... ... .. .... ....... ............ ............ .......... ...

If yes , give full details .................................................... ..... .. .................... .

TERENCE LIPMAN PTY LTD
Bridge House 127 Walker Street
North Sydney NSW 2060 Telephone (02) 9290611
Members of the Confederation of Insurance Brokers of Australia

People who care ... insure with Blair
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Dear Editor,

LETTERS TO THE
--".-:=--EDITOR

Many thanks indeed to you, Dennis, Val,
Bruce, Greg, Steve and Marsha for such an excellent Skysailor.
It is great to have such a high
quality magazine not only for ourselves but also
for the folk whose hills we fly and for the
public.
Anyone reading it can see the care,
dedication and teamwork involved.
For this I
am most grateful.
Having just moved here two months ago, I am
forever on the lookout for new sites.
One is
visible from here, a grassy slope that is great
for a day off with the family.
The other is 40
minutes away at Rockley, a (just) soarable, steep,
knoll - come ridge, three hundred feet hi gh.
Both sites face the prevailing S.W. winds. So,
we are most grateful for being able to get into
the air quickly.

LEARNER'S STORY
From a Queenslander, who is a N.S.W. member
to a fine H.4 (congratulations) A.C.T. pilot and'
ambassador, Bill Koorneef, thanks for getting me
off the ground Bill. The Skydart II flies very
well (better than me, sometimes, thank goodness).

Oberon is a beautiful spot.
It is really
sparkling now with the spring blossoms and yellow
wattles dotted about the hills and valleys.
We
are half an hour from Bathurst.
Our house is
next to the Bank of N.S.W., if we can help fliers
in any way.

.
.1 have attained a Hang I rating and am soarlng ~n pr?ne, after a few (?) misjudgments, such
as ~lstaklng ground speed for air speed, not
seelng shift in wind direction, flying in the
wake of another kite, making my approach to land
over turbulent areas and side slipping in turns.
Thanks to the instruction of Brian Rushton and
help from the Byron boys these situations were
handled reasonably well.

I look forward to sending in some photos
and articles as soon as I can.
Thanks so much
to the other contributors and to yourselves for
this magazine.
Bes t wi shes,
Lance Keogh
St. Ba rna5as' Rectory,
Oberon.

By the way, watch out down there for a new
bird called a PULSAR ... it flies high, wide and
handsome.
---

Dear Editor,
In the August and September issues of ~
sailor on page three there appeared two almost
identical stories on the policy relating to
Powered Hang Gliding.
The policy stated twice
is really not explained except perhaps by the
line in the August issue which refers to the
association's lack of control over powered hang
~liding.
In view of the fact that the August
lssue canvassed opinion on admitting parachuting
notes, can one assume that the association does
have some control over parachuting?
If this is
the case perhaps it should be more broadly expl a i ned.

Geoff Michel
Gold Coast.
Dea r Editor,
I am writing for the benefit of those pilots
who are experimenting with the rubber and floating cross bar suspension concept.
I am not
encouraging anyone to try it because at this
stage it would be dangerous but I feel there are
a few more improvements to be made which could
lead to a better design.

In the August issue some quite specific
advantages were detailed on the subject of including parachuting notes, but the author and editor
failed to explain why the same advantages do not
apply to powered hang gliding.

.
Instead of relying on the rubber totally for
blllow control and also relying on the inherent
dampening qualities in the rubber, I feel an oil
filled dampening unit, similar to the ones used
on motor cycles, would be a more precise and
efficient way to control the rate at which the
kite billows.
If the dampening rate was slow
enough this would allow radical manoeuvres without loss of height.

I would welcome news, notes and advertising
on ~oth parachuting and powered hang gliding. I
belleve that the 3 forms of flight have much in
co~mon and a broad social contact, such as ~
sallor, offers a most valid step in increasing
understanding and safety.

The dampening unit would have none or very
little dampening on the nose down attitude so that
the sail would flatten very quickly.
Even though
my own kite used a different system the results I
feel are the same.

To date the "Power" fraternity, despite some
very constructive support from Transport Australia
has failed to develop a cohesive National body and'
thus it has also failed to produce a national
magazine.
Powered Hang glider pilots have no
single channel of communication nationally and
they desperately need one.

C P Skeates
QUEANBEYAN, NSW
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The first film I looked at showed me immediately that I had set up my parachute harness
incorrectly (camera fitted on keel).
The strap
buckles should have been approx. 81" from the
carabiner, whereas I had them set at 21", which
would account for why my feet were tapping the
keel .
I then looked at other films showing how
t he experienced pilots were flying their super
gliders .
I now realize why my turns are so steep.
I pull the 'A ' frame in too far and move my body
too far to the left or right when turning.

I believe that Skysa i lor is in a position to
ease this potential ly dangerous need, by allocating
spac e to th e Power Brigade.
I actually think it
would imp rove our magazine, I'/hich is already very
good, and it would show us in a very responsible
light.
I agree entirely with Martyn Yeomans'
observation, expressed in September's issue, that
the accident record is currently horrifying but I
stress that in the very early years of Hang gliding, in this country and in th e U.S., the record
was also dreadful.
If we can help in any way to
improve the safety of minimal flight then I think
we should do it promptly and not in a patronising
way.

I have now decided to tryout the following
and see if it will help me to make rrice, safe,
flat turns.
I intend to pull the 'A' frame in
only about 1", move the 'A' frame approx. 2" to
the side and then push out.
From what I've seen
on my films of the experienced pilots the above
should give me the type of turns I can do on my
Cobra.
Who knows one day I may be as good a
pilot as my Mega is an aircraft.

I would not like to be associated with a group
which publicly sneered at the evolution of a new
approach to flight, while refusing to offer the
assistance which it has at its fingertips.
I am yours sincerely,
Peter Hardy-Atkins
West Perth, W.A.

Whilst awaiting suitable flying weather I
attended the August General Meeting, where a
film shown by Larry 'Loops' Jones, taken by a
camera fitted to the nose of his glider gave a
close up of his flying and especially his turns.
His bar movements were very small when he made his
turns.
In fact if the earth wasn't turning in
the background one would have thought he was flying straight ahead.
I feel this is the type of
film that flyers changing up from a Cobra to say
a Mega should see . After all, most flyers earn
their H.3 flying'the glider they have been flying
for the last few years, in my case the Cobra. If
I could have seen a similar film to Larry's when
I changed over to my super glider I may not have
had so many close encounters with terra firma,

(There appears to be a number of diff er i ng viewpoints on both these issues .
Perhaps some of
our other members / readers might like to comment .
Ed . )

I wish it were possible for the federal body'
to have a set of training films for pilots converting from ordinary gliders to super ships.
They could be loaned out to state clubs for a
small fee.
I'm too old for aerobatics but will
be very happy to be able to fly as good as Larry
did in his film . He makes it look so damned
easy.

Dear Editor,
After altering my prone parachute harness to
fit my Cobra for a few flights whilst awaiting a
new keel for my r·1ega II (keel bent whilst dismantling incorrectly), I fitted the new keel and
set my prone harness back to what I thought was
the correct setting for my Mega.
I took off at
Maslins, moved into prone but somehow it just
didn't feel right.
~'y take off was beaut.
I
turned to port along the ridge then made a 180 0
turn starboard for my return run of the ridge .
Suddenly a small gust turned me towards the
ridge.
The gust normally wouldn't have even
worried me but this time I completely lost control
as my glider turned fast towards the ridge in a
sort of side-slip.

After a long wait, nature finally smiled
upon me and gave me a reasonable flying day. I
even managed to fly some reasonably flat turns.
At the same time I discovered that if the wind is
steady my Mega flies perfectly but if a small
wind gust hits my glider it tends to tip stall.
The good thing is that my Mega's stalled ~ing
seems to pick up enough speed in a few feet to
enable me to regain control and fly out of trouble.
The answer of course is to keep my speed up.

I thought, well this is it: the hospital or
morgue.
Without any thought automatically
dropped out of prone grabbed the "A" frame uprights and swooped out of the jaws of hell.
I
believe I escaped the catastrophe only because I
I sure as
took remedial action without thinking.
hell had no time to think, anyhow!

I'm looking forward to our October long weekend when I hope to visit our new flying site at
Locheil.
This site should give me all the height
and space I need to safely get to really know my
~'ega skybi rd.
Bill Thorneywork,
Torrens Park, S.A.

A young fellow pilot, Ian Sweatman, told me
that whilst flying prone my feet were almost touching the keel , which was probably why I felt like
a wind vane stuck on the point of a pinacle.
I
have also begun to realize that my turns are, and
have been, far too steep in my Mega .
So, I
decided to go home, get all my movie films out
and try to see just where I'm going wrong .

(HGFA ha s been wo rking o n a trai n i n g fil m for
a while which we hope t o be abl e to d istri bute
t o t he sta te s as video ca sset te s . I t takes
t i me and money tho u gh.
Federal S e c retary)
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$1270
MEGA I II
Beat the sales tax at this price. Red
and Black. Looks good. Genuine reason
for sell ing.

TA\-lGA'5

Minimum Rating III

MARKET PLACE

Phone:

(042) 942 648 Stanwell Park

MOYES TOW FRAME SIS plus FLOATS
Make an offer. (Good Condition).
Phone:

,,

INSTRUMENT PANEL
$450
Ball audio visual vario with 1500ft per
min scale - speaker & volume control
knob mounted on face. Main power - 6
penlight batteries with auxiliary 9V
battery
Altimaster II altimeter
Hall ASI mounted on panel
Case colour red with black face and trim
and white lettra set.
Anodized attachment arm and fold back
A frame attachment bracket.
In perfect working order.

II ,

NHI SOUTH WALES
CHEVRON B
210 sq.ft - suitable for
medium to heavy weight pilot.
A good floater for an intermediate pilot. Gold with red,
In
green and white tips .
good condition.
Minimum Rating I
Olga White
(02)635-0160(BH)
Dennis \'Ihite (042) 94-2140(AH)

$650 o.n.o.

\~EDGETAIL

$700

A
Single surface. Similar to
a VK. Immaculate condition,
stainless steel A-frame.
New aircraft bolts throughout. Plastic coated wires.
Very handsome indeed. Gold
and green sail - no flutters.
Minimum Ratin I
Greg Tanner 02 411-5373(AH)

Phone:

$280

WEDGETAIL 175
All blue with light blue
double surface section.
In good
A real bargain.
condition.
Minimum Rating II
Mark Barnfield (02)661-3609
(after 4 p.m.)

$800

SKYDART
Or similar glider in good
condition to suit beginner/
intermediate lady pilot
weighing in at 105 lbs.
Glider should be approximately
160 sq.ft. and not too heavy!
Contact: Ian Hird
P.O. Federal,
N.S.W. 2480
Or leave message at
(066)85-6758
(Byron Bay)

STOLEN
A "MICKEY MOUSE" MACHINE
Stolen from the Crows Nest
area of Sydney on or about
7/9/81. A Pacific Kites
Lancer lIB with 2 undisguisable
faces of the Walt Disney character f~ickey Mouse approx. 3 ft/
1 metre on each multi coloured
wing.
Anyone who has seen this kite
or knows of its whereabouts,
please contact:
Mr. Greg Kay,
(02) 439-8108 (reverse charges - evenings)
or
the Police.

$llOO

Only 5 hours old. 'A Steal' at the
price. Gold undersurface - white with
green tips.
Minimum Rating III
Phone:

(042) 94 2767

~IANTED

INSTRUMENT PACK
Fully enclosed in white
fibreglass flight deck,
consists of:
VARIOMETER - latest colver
(5xc) model
THOt1MEN ALTIMETER - 0-1800
feet in 20 ft increments.
All in as new condition.
Tom Sheumack,
Foresters Beach, NSW.
(043)24-3022

Mt.l:iA III

(042) 942 648 Stanwell Park

(042) 942 648 Stanwell Park
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EF6

NORTHERN TERRITORY
MOYES MEGA II
$900 ONO
Excellent condition with ·sw1vel crossbar,
mylar L/E pockets, 1ight blue/dark blue. '
vii 11 fre i ght.
Minimum Rating II

Minimum Rating III

Chris Boyce (089) 52 3919 (Alice Springs)
Stanwell Park contact (042) 67 1794

Call Craig Aitken

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

(03) 62 0471 (BH)
(03) 429 3001 (AH)

QUEENSLAND

TWISTER V
Colours: keel out-yellow,
light green, white, red,
black leading edge pockets.
Minimum Ratin II
Chris Cowley r086)82-1187

$150

PHANTOM
Large - 180 sq.ft. One of
the last made. Double blue
and white, genuinely immaculate condition. 4th in S.A.
state championships (Freight
arranged for interstate
transport) .
Minimum Rating III
Steve Blenkinsop,
1 First St.,
Gladstone, S.A. 5473.

$850 o.n.o.

MIDGET FARRELLY ELECTRA II
Stainless steel A-frame,
kingpost and deflexors.
Very clean and well cared
for. No corrosion - sound
airframe. Sail has no tears.
White sail with blue leading
edges and keel pocket. Blue
star pattern across wing.
Must sell. Good intermediate
glider - suit flying school
or intermediate pilot.
Minimum Rating I
Phone: (07) 378-2313

~1ARK I II
Good condition, stainless
steel A-frame, cover bag.
Urgent sale.
Minimum Rating II
Ian O'Neill (03)89-4163

$450

MEGA III (rlETEOR)
Red, gold, orange, brown.
Excellent condition.
Urgent sale.
Minimum Rating III
Ian O'Neill (03)89-4163

$1,000

APRON HARNESS
4 point suspension, zip
for parachute. Urgent
sa 1e.
Ian O'Neill (03)89-4163

MOYES REDTAIL
Very good condition. A
nice-handling beginner/
intermediate kite. Lightmedium weight pilot. Similar in performance to a
Skydart.
Minimum Rating I
John Murby (03)277-3148

$30n o.n.o.

MOYES MAXI III
$550 o.n.o.
Quick set up .. Excell ent
condition. Only 18 hours
air time. One loving owner
since new. Must sell.
Minimum Rating II
Peter Holloway (07)337-2387(BH)
(07) 370-9593(AH)

VICTORIA
t1AXI

$950
12 METRE RIGID WING
Flying an EF5 10 or 12 ~etre.and wondering
what to step up to? ThlS gllder has b~e~
flown only 7 ~our~ and is in mint condltlon.
Professionally built, it comes fully
anodized, complete with kite bag, rudder bag
and rib bag.

SKYSAILOR
BA.CK 'ISSUES
The following back issues of SKY~AILOR.are
available from TAHGA at the amazlng prlce
of

r1\ rJ.

~
per issue,
~~ ~ including postage
$50

Note that not all issues are in stock.
Send your order and money to TAHGA,
Box 4 Holme Building,
SYDNEY UNIVERSITY, 2006.
Real
Sep
Apr
Aug

$350

~lt.Waverley
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oldies
'75
' 76
'76

1980
Jan
Feb
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep

1981
Jan
Feb
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep

Hang glider manufacturers & design spec ialists

